Color Trends 2022

There’s an undeniable commonality among the hues decreed 2022’s top colors by
popular paint brands. It’s apparent in even a quick glance.

Evergreen Gray
by Sherwin Williams

Blanched Thyme
by Valspar

Olive Sprig
by PPG

October Mist
by Benjamin Moore

Guacamole
by Glidden

Breezeway
by Behr

These 2022 paint colors congregate in a relatively concise spectrum of greens and
grays. Each tone evokes both natural and ephemeral inspiration—a fresh, foggy
blend of flora and firmament.

One can’t help but sense a shared story in this company of subdued hues. From
color to color, the tale is of people who seek a peaceful, almost languid, connection
to nature. Inside—on the walls of our homes and workplaces, we welcome the mist in
our midst.

At the start of the year, a new trend is in the air.
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Swatches Sea Ice
Handwritten Par Avon

The Crossville catalog is filled with collections that beautifully
align with the latest color trends.
Ready to Wear Decked Out

Our versatile options offer designers an assortment of solutions
to translate in-the-moment color palettes in unique and
innovative ways.

Glass Blox Moon Beam
Notorious Femme Fatale

Cursive Soft Teal
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Argent Hollywood and Vine

Ebb and Flow Snow and Ice

Color Blox 2.0 Spring Sage

Groove Glass Vogue
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Shades of green form the foundation of the latest color palette,
much like they do in the natural world. We’re bringing the varied
verdancy found in the mist in the air and the leaves of the trees to
our interior spaces.
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Color Blox 2.0 Spring Sage, Slinky
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Within the understated style of the current color trend,
Glass Blox Dewdrop

there’s an underlying expansiveness and sense of
peaceful possibility. These hazy hues are like those of
a crisp, foggy morning, inviting us to go for a walk and
explore what’s ahead.

Glass Blox Olive Mist

Glass Blox Deep Sea

Owen Stone Bunny

Ossido Verderame
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Turn to Crossville for the tile samples you need for
upcoming design projects. We ship quickly–at no
charge–so you can experience the colors, textures, and
tones while you envision your designs.

Get started today by creating your own account.
CrossvilleInc.com/Login
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CrossvilleInc.com

